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Outline
• Unique data on Norway spruce built by SLU, RISE Bioeconomy and Skogforsk
for research collaboration outlined in the Bio4Energy application
• The data are used also in collaborations with other researchers
• The data, current and added
• Examples of results and publications
• Discussion

Aim of presentation
• Wider knowledge about the potential of data
for further collaborations

Collaboration
• At the start of Bio4Energy,
a team was built of researchers from SLU and Innventia, now RISE Bioeconomy,
supported also by Skogforsk, in order to create an internationally unique
research environment of wide competence, capabilities and experiences,
in accordance with the application.
• This has resulted in much cited articles and submitted manuscripts, 2 PhDs,
and much ongoing and planned research.

• Main track:
To match properties and genes for Norway spruce,
to create new efficient tools for tree improvement towards specific properties.

Research based on
unique data
• Research based on unique data,
built for the purpose
• Data on further properties successively added ,
to fulfil more of the tasks.
• Many researchers and students are involved in
ongoing and planned research based on the data.
• New possibilities emerge on evaluations an when
new data are added. The groups will most likely
exploit the data for research also beyond Bio4Energy phase II.

Almost 6000 trees of
524 families sampled
for increment cores
on 2 sites at
age 21 years

• Also, several collaborations with other researchers are running
based on agreements securing ongoing and planned work.
We aim for more of this.

Examples of collaborations based on the data
• Since the start, the data have been used also in further collaborative projects
with other researchers, based on agreements
• This way, additional funding has been obtained from agencies and foundations,
widening the research within the Bio4Energy sphere.
Examples:
• Traditional tree breeding approaches: Genetic parameters, selection efficiency
at different ages; new tools for assessment of standing trees
• “Genomic breeding of Norway spruce for new bioproducts”: Other approaches,
resistance to Heterobasidion, phenology, … (Funded by SSF. Budget 34 MSEK)
• Genetic control of transition from juvenile to mature wood microfibril angle
(funded by 3 foundations)
• Exploration of machine learning as a tool to phenotype standing trees
(Funded by Bio4Energy strategic pot)
• VR Interdisciplinary application just submitted:
Implementation of novel techniques into next-generation forest tree breeding:
Remote sensing, imaging technologies, artificial intelligence, … (Budget 20 MSEK)

Use of data by other groups within Bio4Energy and beyond
• Such ideas on new collaborations, use of data and terms of use
are discussed with a group representing the researchers involved
at SLU, RISE Bioeconomy and Skogforsk, which judge on how
suggested collaborations relate to ongoing and planned research
to avoid conflicts of interest. Contact: Rosario Garcìa Gil.
• The basis for discussion is a description of the suggested collaboration:
Aims, approach, data to be used, results and publications foreseen, etc.
• We want such collaboration to increase, giving priority to:
o Joint efforts with other researchers within Bio4Energy, as now
o Collaborations of strategic importance with internationally leading groups,
which will be sought for
Ongoing and planned research will be secured with agreements
to avoid conflicts of interests

Publication of the data
• The ambition is that all these data will become public.
• The research based on the data will be planned to allow this without problems
at the end of Bio4Energy phase II.
The group representing SLU, RISE Bioeconomy and Skogforsk will manage the data
and suggest how to do it, for decision on higher level.
• Until then, access to data can be discussed and agreed according to above.

Overall structure of data
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Data built by the collaborating groups at SLU and Innventia/RISE
Skogforsk’s data on
experiments, families and trees

Current state of data

Collected but not added
SLU

INTERFACE

Data on same tree

Now in place
SLU

New data 2018/19
RISE Bioeconomy

Now in place
RISE Bioeconomy & Skogforsk

Some numbers
•
•
•
•
•

Almost 6000 trees of known background
Representing 524 families, grown on 2 sites
Sampled at age 21 years
Data on radial variations from pith to bark, in most cases radial resolution 25 µm
All rings identified and averages calculated for 71000 growth rings
and 212000 ring compartments (earlywood, transitionwood and latewood) …
• … on a large number of growth, wood and fibre traits for
o detailed studies of wood formation
o industrial uses
o product quality (stability of wood constructions, …)

Roadmap from wood formation to growth and properties
built through refinement of SilviScan data at Innventia
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Important properties for industrial uses
Sven-Olof Lundqvist, Thomas Seifert - Influences from age and weather on growth and properties of young Norway spruce.
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High resolution data
for the most dynamic phase of the trees´ lives

llustrated with data and models
from previous research at Innventia
(Lundqvist et al 2008)

Sven-Olof Lundqvist, Thomas Seifert - Influences from age and weather on growth and properties of young Norway spruce.

PhD theses, published and submitted articles based on the data
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+ Zhi-Qiang Chen
+ Haleh Hayatgheibi
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And more manuscripts in progress

1b)
a)

Association mapping identified novel candidate loci
1a)
affecting wood
formation in Norway spruce
1c)
John Baison et al

1b)

1c)

The first genome-wide association mapping study presented
for traits of tracheids in Norway spruce
1. Phenotypic data
Estimation of Breeding Values
(EBV) at all ages
Curve fitting for latent traits,
telling how EBVs develop with age

1d)

3. Association
Mapping (AM)
Mother-level QTL mapping using
LASSO taking into account for
population structure (PCA)

4. Candidate gene
identification
for future functional genomics work

2. Genotypic data
Exome sequencing 40018 diploid
probes
GATK haplotype caller g.vcf option

1b)
a)

Association mapping identified novel candidate loci
1a)
affecting wood
formation in Norway spruce
1c)
1b)
• An exome capture genotyping
approach was used, generating
178 101 high quality
1c)
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) from 40 018 probes
within a population of 517 Norway spruce mother trees
• A LASSO based association mapping method was applied,
using a functional multi-locus mapping approach that utilizes latent traits

•
•
•
•

17 original traits under investigation + latent traits related to these
178 101 SNPs
51 significant SNPs
39 candidate genes

• Genome-wide association (GWAS) mapping made possible
the establishment of the genetic basis of phenotypic trait variation for
• 19 traits
1d)
• 21 significant SNPs
• 19 candidate genes

• among them loci for trees with both high growth and density = more biomass!

Discussion
• Use of data is discussed and terms of use agreed upon
with a group of representatives for the groups involved at
SLU, RISE Bioeconomy and Skogforsk, judging on how suggested collaborations
relate to ongoing and planned research. Contact: Rosario Garcìa Gil.
• The basis for discussion is a description of the suggested collaboration:
Aims, approach, data to be used, results and publications foreseen, etc.
• We want such collaboration to increase, giving priority to:
• Joint efforts with other researchers within Bio4Energy, as now.
• Collaborations of strategic importance with internationally leading groups,
which will be sought for.
Ongoing and planned research will be secured with agreements, avoiding conflicts
• The ambition is that the data will become public at the end of Bio4Energy phase II.
Until then, access to data can be discussed and agreed according to above.

